2002 lincoln ls problems

David Hobbs helped make these videos. A check engine light can indicate a broad spectrum of
problems with your Lincoln LS. In some cases you need to pull over immediately to prevent
damage while in others you merely need to tighten you gas cap next time you stop in order to
reset the service engine soon light. The video above shows how to locate the on board
diagnostics OBD plug on your LS, how to read the trouble codes and how to reset or clear the
check engine light using a scanner on your LS. Intermittent Check Engine Light: If the check
engine light on your LS is intermittent, try to take note of the conditions when this happens. For
example, does it happen when you accelerating, driving on the highway or does it appear at low
speeds? This will help your mechanic evaluate the issue. Steady Check Engine Light: If your
check engine light is on every time you operate your LS, you need to have it checked as soon
as possible, especially if you notice performance problems or unusual noises. Flashing Check
Engine Light: If your check engine light is flashing, stop driving your LS and have it towed to
your nearest mechanic - you probably have a very serious problem with your car and you risk
ruining your engine by driving it. If you are unsure about what your diagnostic trouble codes
mean; have your LS diagnosed by a professional automotive technician. Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If you are leaking oil and
parking on your oil spots each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber. If your brake
fluid is a little low, learn how to add some here. Ignoring a low level leads to big problems. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's no reason
to check the washer fluid level without adding some - see how to do it here! Plug the oil leak.
Replace your car battery. Did you know that heat is worse for your battery than cold? Replace it
every 4 years. Add brake fluid. See all videos for the Lincoln LS. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything Lincoln LS owners have reported a total of
1, problems for their cars built in the 7 model years listed in the chart below. The chart shows
the number of problems reported across all service years for each given model year of the
Lincoln LS. The Lincoln LS cars have the most problems reported problems. The following chart
shows the 25 most common problems for Lincoln LS cars. The number one most common
problem is related to the vehicle's suspension problems. The second most common problem is
related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling problems. It would not be fair to compare the
Lincoln LS of an older model year to newer model years since older vehicles have been in
service longer and thus are expected to have more problems. In order to compare the reliability
across LS model years, we use the PPMY index which is defined as the problems reported per
thousand vehicles per Year. A smaller PPMY index indicates greater reliability of the given
model year cars. Another way to measure the reliability across the model years of the Lincoln
LS is to use the total number of problems reported during the vehicle's first year in service, as
shown in the Table 4. Car Problems. Table 1. Total number of problems by model year for
Lincoln LS. Table 2. Common problems of Lincoln LS. Table 3. Table 4. Number of problems in
vehicle's; first service year. Engine And Engine Cooling. Air Bag. Power Train. Electrical
System. Vehicle Speed Control. Service Brakes. Show more problems Exterior Lighting. Other
Fuel System. Gasoline Fuel System. Unknown Or Other. Electronic Stability Control. Seat Belt.
Parking Brake. Traction Control System. Interior Lighting. Air Brake. Where oh where do I
begin? I bought this car in with 70k miles on it from the Ford dealership. I have replaced 4 coils,
4 plugs, 1 valve cover gasket seal, one headlight assembly due to a bad seal, clock spring due
to airbag light that worked for about a year now the airbag light is back on , front brake pads,
and now the power steering pump is leaking fluid somewhere. This is my second review of my
LS. I've owned it a little over a year now, and I still like it. The fuel economy is not the best, but
then again it is a V8. I average anywhere from mpg city, and mpg highway on 91 octane fuel. In
this past year I've change all four tires, rear brakes and rotors, alternator, air filter, cabin filter,
and a few bulbs. Now I have to fix both front upper control arms,spark and coil plugs,and
clock-spring. I purchased this car with k miles, so obviously repairs were expected, but I now
have k. That's 16k miles in one year, I like to drive a lot. Overall a good car. My 2nd LS. I had a
LS. I bought a LS for my daughter. Bought both used. Highly recommend. My daughter loves
her car. Fun to drive. Highly reliable. Between the 2 cars have over , miles with only one issue at
all. If you can get one, get it. You will not be sorry. Keep in mind, I have bought it with , miles on
it at a very good price. Nothing but problems so far. I have barely been able to drive it. The

transmission was bad. Replaced rack and pinions, all front control arms, hydraulic fan,
hydraulic pump, power steering pump, and driver's side window regulator. I'm hoping after the
control arms are replaced I will be able to finally drive it. Plus, my air bag light is on. Also, my
check engine light is on due to a leak in a HVac hose somewhere. All I say is keep up with the
maintenance on this car. Couldn't afford my Nissan Maxima anymore stay away from that car.
The ride is very smooth and comfortable. It has plenty of get up and go. I've never driven a V8
before, and boy do I love it!!! Even though it's 10 years old, plenty of people compliment how
good it looks. A few things don't work like my heater, rear defroster, and horn clock-spring. I
think an engine mount is broken,because there's a slight bump into reverse. It does require
premium fuel,and I get about city, and hwy. It's a pretty rare car,which makes me like it more.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the LS. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Love my car but it is breaking me! First Lincoln! Items per page:. Sponsored cars related to the
LS. Sign Up. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July edited March in
Lincoln. My Lincoln has , miles and has overheated 5 times in the last 30 days. I have taken it in
all times and the mechanics cannot figure it out. It does not happen all the time. In other words
when I take it in, it does not overheat, but after driving it a few days, boom, it happens again.
The computer show nothing, the thermostat has been replaced, the lines have been bleed,
radiator cleaned,,,and so on. Anyone have any ideas? July My wife had a '91 Grand Am. One
night I noticed the temp. But just as soon as I got out of the traffic, which was luckily only a few
minutes, the temp. Well, I just chalked it up to the stop-and-go traffic, but I kept a close eye on it
after that. I noticed that if the car was sitting still, or moving very slowly, it would try to
overheat. The fan was not coming on. But how could that be since the very same type driving
on even hotter days the car would not overheat, even when sitting still in traffic for several
minutes at a time?!?! But, with the temp. It may be that none of this will apply to your car, but it
might. It sure had me scratching my head for a while. BTW: Mine never did set the check engine
light. Sounds like a cooling fan issue because it is one of the few variables in the cooling
system, maybe the only thing that can really vary day to day. What you need to do is thiswhen
the car starts to overheat, pull over and see if the cooling fan is running or not. If it IS running,
and you've done all you've said you've done, I'd do a pressure test and look for a head gasket
leak-- which can also in rare cases be a variable. August I had a situation where my LS was
indicating an overheat situation and the computer would actually slow the car down as it is
suppose to do. I would pull over to the side of the road, turn off the car for two minutes and then
restart. All would be fine and the temps would be back to normal on temp gauge. Dealer
replaced the thermostat and everything has been fine since. I have a Lincoln LS and I have been
having overheating problems too. It will go a while without an incident but then all of a sudden it
will overheat. Does anyone think this might be a sensor problem? My had an overheating
problem that was related to a bad power steering pump. The Dealer said the LS has a hydraulic
cooling fan. I'm not sure, but I think the v-8 in that car is somewhere around 3. I've been under
the hood of my sister-in-law's LS, and granted I wasn't closely studying the fan, but I'd bet you
an expensive steak dinner it's electric. Could be a viscous clutch type fan. Some people call
those hydraulic, but I don't recall any connection to other hydraulic systems. That sounds like
something only Citroen would do. OK mullins87, I want that steak dinner. The - LS has a
hydraulic motor turning the engine cooling fan. I believe that this was done to reduce the
electrical load on the alternator. The there was a period of time when Ford was getting bad
hydraulic fan motors. This problem held up early shipments of the T-Bird as well as LS's for a
while. Before any of you start bashing American and Ford quality, the hydraulic fan motors are
made in Germany. In the LS switched to an electic fan motor. I'm guessing that they could do
this because the heated seats are no longer the electric heater wire type. You bet this Sunday I'll
have my head stuck under the hood of my sister-in-law's LS. This is one setup I have to see. I
drive an F and my wife has a Windstar. So how does this work exactly? How do you pump
hydraulic fluid into a spinning fan hub? How do you get hydraulics to spin anything directly?
I've seen hydraulics used for this type mechanism for years. Though, usually it on pieces of
heavy equipment such as a rotary cutter mounted on a long arm used to mow steep
right-of-ways. Utility companies use hydraulic drilling machines to bore holes to set utility
poles. I just can't believe Ford would put that much engineering, production and assembly cost
into something like this. I cannot wait for Sunday to get here! But do those machines actually
spin something with direct hydraulic action? How does the drill "drill" with hydraulics? What
gets the fluid going, and what mechanical advantage could there be over a clutch, or cable drive
or???? Seems to be hydraulic drilling or spinning would be a very mushy, non-direct affair.

Guess I need to take a few of these apart and see what's what. Hydraulic motors are not mushy
and can have many advantages over clutch cable drive. There is nothing mushy about a
hydraulic cylinder, liquids are NOT compressible. Two key advantages of hydraulics are: 1. The
power source can by remotely located and can deliver more power to a remote location that has
a lightweight power head. Should a hydraulic motor stall, there is less chance of damage, such
as broken cables, gears etc. The best way I can think how to explain the advantage of
hydraulics, is to think of pnumatic power tools and how well they work. They work on air, which
is compressible. Now imagine how much more power could be delivered to the too with a no
compressible liquid. It has an impeller that spins, sucking fluid in one side and forcing it out the
other. Well, imagine that same setup only where the fluid is being forced into one side under
very high pressure. That impeller is going to turn. Reverse the flow and the impeller will turn the
other way. Now as swschrad described, the tolerances are much closer allowing very little
leakage past the impeller. Have you ever driven a hydrostatic riding mower? That is a hydraulic
drive system. To test the "mushiness" of this type system, take off either in forward or reverse
and slam the pedal or lever into the other direction. The mower will either break traction and
spin the tires while going the opposite direction, or it will snap your neck and immediately
reverse direction. And as mentioned above, if you happen to overload one, there are usually
check valves designed to relieve pressure on the drive system should the change in direction
be too sudden. Most all of the zero-turn radius mowers you see are hydraulicly driven. But, as I
said earlier. I cannot wait until Sunday afternoon to get a look at this system. It just boggles my
mind, which may not be hard to do, why Ford would spend that much money to engineer
something this way! Thanks for those observations, much appreciated. However, applying this
principle to an automotive cooling fan, one wonders why one would take a simple thing that
works so well and make it more complicated? I'm wondering what the engineers thought the
advantage was. I mean, a motor takes power to operate, too. Maybe they wanted something
super-quiet? I'm wondering if this type of cooling fan could be motor-oil driven, since it sounds
like the hydraulic fluid is only used as a "pusher" and doesn't need to be hydraulic fluid at all. I
remember when Mercedes used hydraulic windows lifts briefly. We used to break pencils with
the windows and I recall the lifting pressure was something like lbs psi!! Apparently if a line
broke while pressurized it would cut through your finger. Talk about over-engineering!
Apparently the electric load on the original LS was too great to accomodate an electric fan -that is what we were told by Lincoln back in when we raised the same questions. In fact, a
problem in a shipment of hydraulic fans brought the production line to a halt. I would guess
hydraulics are more efficient then converting mechanical motion into electricity by alternator
and then back into mechanical motion by a fan motor -- hydraulics does not waste energy,
except by fricition, but there must be a strong reason to replace cheap electric motors with
bearings, valves, fluid, and pipes. I am told the Jag S type of the same year with pretty much the
same engine and chassis had an electric fan. The fan on LS V6 or V8 is hydraulic. It runs off its
own pump and uses power steering fluid. How do I know?? By the way Damn I hate to admit
this, looks like you guys are right. This absolutely blows my mind!! Why would Ford go to this
level of engineering and expense to do something so simple as a cooling fan? Or is this just a
case of leftover British engineering? I can see a design like this going hundreds of thousands of
miles, why put it on a car that most probably won't see k? There's plenty of good engineering
that is not cost effective. Given how good electric cooling fans are, I was just wondering if there
was some compelling reason for a motor-driven hydraulic fan. I believe they did it obviously but
can't believe they thought it was a good idea. I'll try to make it a point to check one out
sometime and see it in operation. Thanks for the info everybody. September Hydraulic fans on
SC [Lexus] since day one. The radiator was to far forward to have a safe shaft length for an
engine driven fan in V8 applications [car was designed for a I6]. If you read the LS forums on
Edmunds and elsewhere you will see that there are a good number of LS's that already have
over , miles. Two LS owners I know are around , miles with them running strong at this point. I
know two owners of '00 V8s that had intermittently failing thermostats. New thermostats fixed
the overheating problem. Another possible cause: If the coolant was ever drained, there is a
specific process for refilling that must be followed to the letter. If not, large air bubbles can be
trapped in the system and cause overheating. I didn't say that car wouldn't go k. I said "most
probably. Now, how long will an '83 Caprice Classic go without ever having any engine or
tranny work? Both vehicles are in my wife's family and both are well past k! In fact, the Caprice
has never seen a tranny fluid change. And yes, I am telling the truth. You've already beaten the
calculated odds for those cars by a long shot. Most predictions for modern cars done by
engineers suggest KK at the outside. Here's another way to get good cooling:. Looks like an old
Isetta, but weren't they 3 wheelers? Which car was it that had the engine in the back and the
radiator in the front, with longgggggg tubes running the length of the car? All I remember was it

was a nightmarish engineering solution--can't recall the car, though. Better way is dual
radiators in the rear quarter panel air scoops. Don't forget that gem from Pontiac, the Fiero.
Overheating can be a damn hard diagnosis sometime. There's a lot more to the problem than
meets the eye. I do imagine that replacing those heater hoses was a tad pricey, think they ran
through a frame girder for protection. My wife recently bought a Windstar. Do you suppose that
thing has a heater core in the rear? I posted the original question and guess what A new
processor was installed and two days after the same thing happened, I drove to work , approx.
This has happened now 6 times. The service manager thinks it's electrical but I guess that is a
really difficult thing to trace. Bottom line is that for as much as I paid for this car, it should be
running great with , miles on it. Mostly highway miles too. So the saga continues Don't trash
Lincoln just yet. If this is the first problem you've had with the LS, then you're due for one.
You're right, if it is electrical, those can be the hardest to trace if it's an intermittent problem.
Making some assumptions here: You trust the mechanic has the proper knowledge, skills and
tools to do the job. The power steering pump is working properly as well as the solenoid and
valves connected to the fan, fan also. So air flow is not the problem. There are no air pockets
anywhere in the coolant. If there are, then that could cause your problem. The water pump and
T-stat has been checked and are working properly. There are no kinks in any of the radiator or
heater core hoses to impede flow. Nothing has been dropped into the radiator or engine, such
as the foil seal off the anti-freeze bottle, that could block key passages. If the problem is a
"happens one minute, then not happen again for several days" sort of thing with all other
variables being the same, such as driving styles, conditions and temps, then the problem would
almost have to be electrical. Has the mechanic been able to reproduce the problem? You
mentioned a new processor, did you mean PCM? That leads me to think that maybe the car
really isn't overheating, but only thinks it is. I can see where a bad temp. As it has been revealed
earlier, I'm no expert here, just a shadetree trying to help. You've got one of those problems that
will drive you nuts trying to find it. Good luck. The LS CPU uses a single bus to carry messages
to all the modules -- if a connector is not electrically sound, it can introduce noise into the
system -- and screw up something else at the other side of the car. That happened to my LS V-8
along with a host of other problems, including a sticking thermostat. I've never heard of it -- but
if the sensors on the engine communicate through the same bus -- the problem, if electrical,
could be almost anywhere -- including and especially the shaky grounding path from the rear of
the car aluminium sub-chassis to the front, where the CPU and alternator is located. Bottom
line- intermittant electrical problems are a real bear for even experienced LS mechanics to
diagnose. I much more like switched connections, in which separate runs to each geegaw end
up in a master connections box that electrically kicks signals where needed when needed. I had
a Buick Riviera once and it had an overheating problem that never got solved. Craziest thing.
Even took the motor apart to no avail. I think it was a hot spot in the internals of the block itself,
a casting defect. But I wasn't about to put in another motor to test that theory. I was very tired of
the car by then. It was a gradual overheat It would climb degree by degree and you couldn't stop
it by any means you tried. Even a larger radiator and special fan didn't work. I think if I had had
a gallon cooling system it would have eventually boiled, given enough time. I just changed my
thermostat today on my Lincoln LS. I'm having the same problem as the origional post
overheating occasionally. Last time it overheated, I checked the "hydrolic fan" and it was
screaming. I replaced the thermostat without purging the system and it overheated again. I then
purged it and drove it hard for amout a mile and no problems yet. Bullet 01, I read you post
before replaceing my thermostat. Below that is the thermostat. If it the same setup as my car,
you will find the t-stat running to the lower radiator connection, not the upper. PS - dont use all
caps in your next post, it's hard to read Now I need to let off some steam. I'm going to keep
reading and posting because I suspect that the thermostat isn't the cause. There are a lot of
poor ones. Captain, if you've successfully purged the LS cooling system, you're a better
mechanic than you know, or maybe a bit lucky, because it's very difficult NOT to get air trapped
in the system, wh
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ich causes overheating. I worked fine for a few days but it just over heated again. I'll have the
dealer purge it for me and see if it fixes the problem. I called a dealer and they confirmed that air
pockets can cause over heating. He said purging the system isn't too hard just time consuming.
He said to open the purge cap, rev the engine something i didn't do before wile adding more
antifreeze when the level goes down. He said it may take up to a half hour. Finding a dealer
knowledgeable about the LS is way harder than it should be. Finding one willing to share that

knowledge with a DIYer is outstanding. Did you get your car fixed? We seem to be having the
same problem. I just noticed that when the car temp starts climbing, turning on the heat for
about 30 seconds makes everything fine the rest of trip. As mentioned earlier, there probably is
an air pocket. I'm suspecting that by turning on the heat and opening the heater core passage,
the air pocket is moved to a nonharmful location.

